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1 Internet Standard-Setting andMultistakeholderGov-
ernance

�is work takes standard-setting as the site for exploration of how basic values

(particularly privacy and security) are considered and developed in the design

and implementation of large-scale technical systems.

Standards are the kind of unthrilling artifacts that are o�en taken for granted,

assumed as a background quite separate from the concrete technologies themselves.

When we think of the history of the railroad, for example, we are more likely to

remember the rail magnates or the massive construction of the transcontinental

railroad rather than the debates over gauges, even though compatibility of rail

gauge has important implications for transit design to this day. Technical standards

are a kind of infrastructure, both essential for development and o�en invisible to

the casual observer.1

Standards are dull in that they’re:

• dry as reading material;

• unexciting (typically) in the day-to-day practice of their development; and,

1h/t RichmondWong
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• only indirectly connected to the implementation of Web technologies.

Standard-setting is, nonetheless, essential in that it’s:

• required (practically and politically) for the development of Internet and

Web functionality;

• impactful and lasting in its impacts, which may remain in use for years or

decades;

• distinctive of the Internet and the Web compared to many other technologi-

cal developments; and,

• where agreement between a wide range of stakeholders is worked out.

As described in this chapter, Internet and Web standard-setting uses an un-

common but practically-minded consensus process for decision-making, which

has implications for legitimacy and interoperability. Because of the typically open

and public process and unique structure at the boundary between organizations,

standard-setting bodies provide a venue that is rich for study and a process that is

potentially innovative. Finally, these multistakeholder groups, including individu-

als from various backgrounds and a wide range of sectors, represent a distinctive

governance model of interest to policymakers around the world for addressing

complicated, cross-border issues of public policy, including privacy.

1.1 What is a standard

In discussing Internet andWeb standards, I should explainwhat a standard actually

is in this context.

1. Standards are, o�en long, documents.

2. Standards de�newhat a piece of so�ware needs to do in order to be compliant

with the standard and in order to work with other so�ware.

3. Standards don’t de�ne anything else.

Standards are documents, rather than code. Web and Internet standards are

typically written in English, but they rely heavily on technical language, precise

terminology referring to particular de�nitions, ordered lists of steps to de�ne

algorithms, and in some cases formal syntax (like ABNF (Overell and Crocker

2008) or WebIDL (“Web IDL” 2018)).

�ese documents explain how a piece of so�ware that implements that particu-

lar standard needs to behave. So, for example, the HTML standard describes how a
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Figure 1: �e table of contents for HTML5 (Moon et al. 2017). No really, this is just the

table of contents, none of the actual content.
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Web browser should represent an HTML page and its elements, and describes how

the author of a Web page should use HTML markup for a document. HTML is a

complicated language, enabling a wide range of documents and applications, and

interacting with many other separate standards that de�ne presentation and other

functionality. Printed out, the HTML speci�cation would be about 1200 pages

long, with the �rst 20 pages just a table of contents.2 Most users of the HTML

standard won’t ever print it out or have any need to read it at length, but it is an

invaluable reference for developers of browser so�ware.

When standards are present (whether they’re de facto, de jure, or otherwise
broadly adopted), interoperability is possible. You can plug a phone line into a

port in your wall and into your home phone, and expect it to �t and to work

the same for making calls, even though the manufacturer of the phone didn’t

manufacture the cable you used or install the plug in your wall. When you visit

your hometown newspaper’s website, you can (hopefully) read the articles and

see the photos whether you’re using Firefox, Edge, Safari, Chrome, Opera or UC

Browser, and your newspaper’s web editor probably hasn’t even tested all of those.

To be precise, speci�cations uses normative language to de�ne exactly the

requirements necessary to be a conformant page or a conformant user agent (for

example, a Web browser on a phone or other computer). Language like MUST,

SHOULD, MAY, REQUIRED and OPTIONAL have speci�c meaning in these

standards (Bradner 1997). Non-normative sections provide context, explanation,

examples or advice, but without adding any further requirements. Standards are

speci�c about those requirements in order, perhaps counterintuitively, to enable

diversity. For every functional di�erence not normatively speci�ed, di�erent im-

plementations can do di�erent things – pages can be constructed in di�erent ways,

browsers can render pages di�erently, within di�erent user interfaces, di�erent

privacy settings, di�erent performance characteristics, with various tools for their

users. Interoperability of implementations allows for diversity and if variation

were not a desired outcome, no standard would be necessary: a common imple-

mentation would be su�cient, and much more e�cient to develop than setting a

standard.

1.1.1 Standards terminology �is text will occasionally use “speci�cation” and

“standard” almost interchangeably, which is common in this area. However, a

2�ere is no canonical print version, but, for example, WHATWG publishes a PDF that could
be used for printing: https://html.spec.whatwg.org/print.pdf. See the �gure for a screenshot of
the W3C HTML Recommendation’s table of contents.

https://html.spec.whatwg.org/print.pdf
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speci�cation (or, “spec”) is typically any document setting out how a piece of so�-

ware should operate, whether or not it’s stable, implemented, reviewed, accepted

as a standard or adopted. A standard is a speci�cation that has either a formal

imprimatur or actual demonstrated interoperability. People write speci�cations,

and hope they become standards.

“Standard” itself is a heavily overloaded term; it is used in distinct if relatedways

in di�erent �elds and settings. For one confusing example, economists sometimes

refer to a dominant market position as a standard, as in the 1990s whenMicroso�’s

Internet Explorer appeared likely to become the standard. In that case, the standard

of having a dominant market position actually inhibited interoperability or the

development of the interoperable speci�cations we call Web standards. And

standards are o�en described as some bar of quality or morality: regulations might

set out performance standards as requirements on a regulated group that can

be met in di�erent ways or profane or otherwise inappropriate content may be

restricted by the Standards and Practices department of a broadcaster (Dessart

n.d.).

1.2 �e consensus standard-setting model

We reject: kings, presidents and voting. We believe in: rough consen-

sus and running code. — Dave Clark, 1992

Technical standard-setting is a broad �eld, encompassing a wide range of tech-

nologies and organizational models. �is research looks primarily at the consensus

standard-setting model, which is the typical approach for design of the Internet

and the Web. Consensus standard-setting is particular to situations of voluntary

adoption, as opposed to de jure standards set in law or through some authoritative

commitment (Cargill 1989). Voluntary standards are in contrast to regulatory

standards: where governments intervene in setting mandatory requirements, o�en

on safety or necessities for an informed consumer. Cargill appears skeptical of

regulatory standards that are too broad in scope or too antagonistic to industry

as being di�cult to enforce, with OSHA the primary example (1989). But he lists

di�erent strengths and weaknesses for voluntary and regulatory standards: in

short, that voluntary standards have �exibility and support of industry adopters,

while regulatory standards can more easily be centralized and enforceability is

more feasible.

�e phrase “rough consensus and running code” should be considered in

contrast to consensus as it might be de�ned in other political contexts. �is isn’t
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typically operated as unanimous agreement, as some might understand “coming

to unity” in the Society of Friends, for example, or a super-majority vote as the

modi�ed consensus of Occupy Wall Street assemblies was o�en operationalized.

Instead, guided by implementability and pragmatism, these standards groups look

for a “sense of the room” – o�en evaluated through humming or polling rather

than voting. Consensus decision-making can be slow and frustrating, but it may

also create a process for sustainable resolution (Polletta 2004).

As a practical matter, voluntary standards need to be broadly acceptable in

order to be broadly implemented. But that practical intent also has important

implications for the procedural and substantive legitimacy of standard-setting.

Froomkin (2003) argues that Internet standard-setting approaches a Habermasian

ideal of decision-making through open, informed discussion. While consensus

Internet standard-setting may boast procedural advantages uncommon to many

governance processes (around transparency and access in particular, even though

barriers continue to exist in both areas), evaluating the substantive legitimacy

additionally requires looking at the outcome and the ongoing relationship among

parties (Doty and Mulligan 2013).

1.2.1 History of standards Cargill traces a long history of standards, starting

with examples of language and common currency, and focusing on the enabling

e�ect that standardization has on trade and commerce (1989). Standard mea-

surements and qualities of products make it easier to buy and sell products with

a larger market at a distance, and standardized rail gauges made it possible to

transport those goods. Industrialization is seen as a particular driver of voluntary

standards to enable trade between suppliers: standardized rail ties make it possible

to purchase from, and sell to, multiple parties with the same product (Cargill 1989).

A similar motivation a�ected the development of Silicon Valley, where computer

makers preferred to have multiple chip manufacturers as suppliers, and each with

multiple customers, to build stability in the industry as a whole (Saxenian 1996).

Information technology standards have some important distinctions from

the industrial standards that we identify as their predecessors. While concrete

precision was a prerequisite for measurement standards or the particular shapes

and sizes of screws or railroad ties, so�ware involvesmany abstract concepts as well

as technical minutiae. And information technology also expects a di�erent rate

of change compared to more concrete developments. �e slowness of developing

consensus standards for the Internet presents a challenge and encourages the use

of more nimble techniques (Cargill 1989, among others).
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In many ways, voluntary Internet standards make up a common good – usable

by all. As an economicmatter, Internet standards have important distinctions from

rivalrous goods. Where Ostrom de�nes commons and ways of preventing overuse

of a pooled resource (2015), Simcoe describes “anti-commons” and encouraging

adoption of a common technical standard (2014).

Like many collective action problems, developing open technical standards

may su�er from free-riding. As Ostrom (2015) puts it:

Whenever one person cannot be excluded from the bene�ts that others

provide, each person is motivated not to contribute to the joint e�ort,

but to free-ride on the e�orts of others. If all participants choose to

free-ride, the collective bene�t will not be produced. �e temptation

to free-ride, however, may dominate the decision process, and thus

all will end up where no one wanted to be. Alternatively, some may

provide while others free-ride, leading to less than the optimal level

of provision of the collective bene�t.

If the standard will be made freely available, unencumbered by patents or even

the cost of reproduction, and any vendor is encouraged to use it, there may be a

disincentive to investing time, money and e�ort in participation to produce more

standards, or update standards, since your competitors get all the same bene�ts

without the costs. However, as Benkler points out, these information goods don’t

require collective action regarding allocation (since copying and distributing a

standards document has minimal costs and the resource doesn’t get “used up”)

and the larger number of users might actually increase the bene�ts of participation

(2002).

At the same time, technical standards provide network e�ects: if they’re widely

adopted they can become market standards, locking in technology that will subse-

quently be used by other market players and applications that depend on those

standards. So participation can itself be motivated by rent-seeking behavior, and

competition between standards. As Simcoe notes, standard-setting bodies have

developed some organizational methods to respond to these concerns.3

1.2.2 �e Internet and Requests for Comment I don’t have the expertise to

provide a history of the Internet, nor is another history of the Internet needed.

3For more discussion of the economics, organizational structure and legal implications of
standard-setting, see “Legal considerations in standard-setting” below.
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However, in understanding how the Internet standard-setting process functions,

it is useful to see the motivations and context in which it began and how the

Internet has evolved from an experimental project into a massive, complex piece

of infrastructure.

Where should one read for an Internet history? A small, non-exhaustive list of

suggestions:

• Abbate’s Inventing the Internet (2000) is a very readable history, including
a detailed accounting of the development of packet switching, and the

motivations for its use.

• Mathew traces the history more brie�y, but with a particular focus on the

social contexts: institutions and social relationships (2014, “A Social History

of the Internet”).

• Several people instrumental in the early Internet architecture have also

written their own brief history of the Internet (Leiner et al. 2009).

�e Internet is a singular, global network of networks, characterized by routing

of packets and (mostly) universal addressing. Devices (laptops, phones, large

server farms) connected to the Internet can communicate with one another, despite

running di�erent so�ware and being connected to di�erent networks, and use a

wide range of applications, including telephony, email, �le transfer, Web browsing

and many more.

Among the earliest clearly identi�able forerunners of the Internet we know

today was ARPANET, a project of the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA),

which we now know as the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

Motivated by the goal of more e�cient use of the expensive computational re-

sources that were used by di�erent ARPA projects located at universities and

research centers, the agency supported research into networking those large, rare

computers. �e technology of packet switching had been suggested independently

by di�erent researchers both for fault tolerance (including, as is o�en cited, the

ability for command and control networks to continue to function a�er a nuclear

strike) and for remote interactivity (allowing multiple users of a remote machine

in interactive ways). Packet switching provided an alternative to dedicated circuits,

a more traditional design making use of telephone lines.

Graduate students at a few research universities were tasked with de�ning

protocols for these remote communications. �ose informal meetings, notes and

correspondence eventually became the Network Working Group (NWG). �e

tentative uncertainty of those students – now known as the original architects of
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the Internet – is well-documented, as in this recounting from Steve Crocker, the

�rst RFC editor (2009):

We thoughtmaybewe’d put together a few temporary, informalmemos

on network protocols, the rules by which computers exchange infor-

mation. I o�ered to organize our early notes.

What was supposed to be a simple chore turned out to be a nerve-

racking project. Our intent was only to encourage others to chime

in, but I worried we might sound as though we were making o�cial

decisions or asserting authority. In my mind, I was inciting the wrath

of some prestigious professor at some phantom East Coast establish-

ment. I was actually losing sleep over the whole thing, and when I

�nally tackled my �rst memo, which dealt with basic communication

between two computers, it was in the wee hours of the morning. I had

to work in a bathroom so as not to disturb the friends I was staying

with, who were all asleep.

Still fearful of sounding presumptuous, I labeled the note a “Request

for Comments.”

�e early networking protocols documented in those informal Requests for

Comments (RFCs) were later supplanted by design and adoption of the Transmis-

sion Control Protocol and Internet Protocol, commonly considered together as

TCP/IP.4 Driven in part by interest in network connections di�erent than phone

circuits, including radio communications to connect Hawaiian islands and satel-

lite connections between seismic monitors in Norway and the US (Abbate 2000),

these network protocols could be agnostic to the form of connection. All devices

connected using these protocols, no matter what their physical connection or local

network might be, could have individual IP addresses and reliable transmission of

data (split up into packets and recombined) between them. �is allows “internet-

working”: communication between devices connected to di�erent networks that

are themselves connected.

While the the networking and internetworking protocols developed, the uses

for ARPANET also changed. Originally designed for the sharing of access to large

mainframe computers, many users preferred the communications capabilities.

4�e design of these protocols is attributed to Vint Cerf and Robert Kahn, with the input and
participation of many other stakeholders. TCP/IP is described in (1974) and RFCs 791 (1981a) and
793 (1981b).
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Scientists shared data, programmers shared source code, and email unexpectedly

became the most popular application on the ARPANET, including emails to the

programmanagers who providedmilitary and academic funding and earlymailing

list so�ware for group discussion of topics of interest, like science �ction (Abbate

2000). Email, driven by the users, became an in�uence for developing shared

networks for communications. And in using the tool of email to debate and

construct an alternative architecture for the Internet, that community of users �ts

the concept of a “recursive public” (Kelty 2008).5

Organizationally, the NetworkWorking Group gave way to the Internet Con�g-

uration Control Board, later replaced by the Internet Advisory Board, subsequently

renamed the Internet Activities Board, which became popular enough to be subdi-

vided into a number of task forces, most signi�cantly the Internet Engineering Task

Force and the Internet Research Task Force. �e IAB changed names and tasks

again to be the Internet Architecture Board, which still exists today, providing

some expert advice and leadership to IETF tasks.6

While I have focused here on the development of Internet standards and the

Internet standards process, this development did not happen in a vacuum. In

parallel, computer manufacturers developed proprietary standards for networking

their own devices. Telecommunications carriers, hoping to limit the power of these

proprietary standards, developed network protocols that relied on “virtual circuits”

where the network provided reliable communications. While packet switching

expected “dropped” packets and di�erent routing mechanisms and required hosts

to handle those variations, the approach of circuits put the responsibility for reliable

delivery on the network.

�e International Organization for Standardization (ISO), a formal interna-

tional standards organization operating with the votes of di�erent representatives

of standards organizations from each nation state, started the development of

OSI network standards, in cooperation with the International Telecommunica-

tions Union Standardization Sector (ITU-T), an agency of the United Nations

that had been developed to set cross-border telegraph and telephone standards.

�e OSI work included the still in�uential seven-layer networking model, as

well as standards to implement those di�erent layers. Like many questions of

standards adoption, various economic and political factors come into play: the

5Kelty speci�cally concludes that the Internet itself is not a recursive public, but the technical
contention over the ARPANET, NSFNET and early Internet may be a closer �t for the concept.
See, later, “Ethnography in Internet Standard-Setting” for more discussion of this concept.

6“A Brief History of the Internet Advisory / Activities / Architecture Board” (n.d.) documents
the history of these confusing name and abbreviation changes.
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Figure 2: Layers of the Internet, both theOSI seven-layermodel and the TCP/IP four-layer

model (Braden 1989), aligned.

relatively wide deployment and military use of TCP/IP in ARPANET, European

government support of ISO standards to provide a commonmarket for technology

across European countries, the relative market powers of computer manufactur-

ers, telecommunications carriers and Federally-funded universities and research

centers, the timing of releases of competing standards (Maathuis and Smit 2003;

DeNardis 2009).

From an IETF participant’s perspective, ISO’s process was long and compli-

cated, and the standardized protocols were lacking in widespread implementations.

While OSI protocols might have had some potential advantages (in areas of secu-

rity, or the size of address space), that TCP/IP was running and working, freely

available and already implemented, were more germane. Being simple and just

good enough to work would become common advantages of the relatively in-

formal IETF model. When the IAB, a smaller group of technical leaders, made

a proposal to adopt the OSI CLNP protocol as the next version of the Internet

Protocol, there was widespread anger from IETF participants at the possibility of
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top-down development of protocols or switching to the more formal ISO process.

It was in response to this concern that Dave Clark made his famous description of

IETF’s “rough consensus and running code” maxim.

IETF’s process today is a little more formal than its origins, but retains many

informal characteristics. Leadership on technical standards is provided primarily

by the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG) a rotating cast of volunteer

Area Directors (ADs), selected by the Nominating Committee (NomCom), which

is itself drawn from regular meeting attendees. �e Area Directors make decisions

on chartering newWorking Groups, a process involving an informal “birds of a

feather” meeting to gauge community interest, recruiting chairs to manage the

work and gathering feedback on a charter of the group, its scope and deliverables.

IETF Working Groups can be operated in di�erent ways, but o�en follow a

similar model. �e appointed chairs have signi�cant authority to manage the

group’s work: setting the agendas for meetings and foreclosing topics out of scope,

selecting editors to develop speci�cations, and determining the consensus of

the group for decision-making purposes. Discussion happens most o�en on

publicly-archived mailing lists, with in-person meetings as part of the three-times-

a-year IETF meeting schedule (and for some very active groups, interim in-person

meetings between the IETFmeetings). While in-personmeetings can be signi�cant

venues for hashing out issues, all decisions are still con�rmed on mailing lists.

�e IETF does not have any formal membership, for individuals, organiza-

tions or governments. �is lack of membership has some distinctive properties:

for example, it makes voting largely infeasible. Participation is open to all, by

engaging on IETF mailing lists or attending in-person IETF meetings.7 �e lack of

organizational membership also contributes to the convention that individuals at

IETF do not represent or speak for their employers or other constituents; instead,

individuals speak only for themselves, typically indicating their a�liations for the

purpose of transparency.8

Attendees at particular IETF meetings pay to defray some meeting costs and

companies pay to sponsor those meetings, but remote meeting participation and

participation on mailing lists does not incur any fee. �e activities necessary to

operate the IETF are largely supported by the employers of its volunteers, but paid

7As a result, just counting the number of participants in IETF’s work is challenging. We are
exploring some such measures via automated mailing list analysis: see this notebook on IETF
participation and this presentation on IETF mailing list analysis.

8�e tradition of individual participation is considered in more detail in Individuals vs
organizations in standard-setting process.

https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb
https://github.com/npdoty/bigbang/blob/ietf-participation/ietf-participation/IETF%20Participants.ipynb
https://github.com/IETF-Hackathon/ietf101-project-presentations/blob/master/MailingListAnalysis-ietf101-presentation.pdf
../themes/individuals-organizations.html
../themes/individuals-organizations.html
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sta� and other costs are funded by the Internet Society, whose major budget now

comes from the sale of .org domain names.9

�e RFC series began with that note from Steve Crocker on the protocols for

ARPANET host so�ware; each is numbered, with that �rst one considered RFC 1.

Today, RFCs are more vetted than a simple request for comments, but come from

di�erent streams and have di�erent statuses, representing maturity or purpose.

�e review of the IESG is necessary for publishing a document as an RFC, with

di�erent requirements for di�erent document types, but typically requiring the

resolution of any signi�cant objections. Such objections are called a DISCUSS and,

�tting the name, are designed to promote �nding an alternative that addresses the

objection, rather than a direct refusal.

Of over 8000 RFCs, only 92 have reached the �nal level of Internet Standard.

For example, STD 90, also known as RFC 8259, describes JSON, the JavaScript

Object Notation data format, in widespread use. Over 2400 are “informational”

and 400 more are “experimental”: these are RFCs that are not standards and aren’t

necessarily intended to be, but document some technique for consideration, some

protocol that may be used by some vendors, or some documentation of problems

or requirements for the information of readers. �ese vary signi�cantly, but, for

example, RFC 6462 reports the results of a workshop on Internet privacy; RFC

1536 described common problems in operating DNS servers. Other RFCs are

not Internet technology speci�cations at all, but guidance on writing RFCs or

documentation of IETF meeting practices: RFC 3552 provides advice to document

authors regarding security considerations; RFC 7154 describes a code of conduct

for participation in IETF; RFC 8179 sets out policies for patent disclosures.

�at an RFC can be a request for comments, a well-established Internet stan-

dard, an organizational policy or a particular vendor’s documentation, all with

sequential numbers, can be confusing. RFC 1796 “Not All RFCs are Standards” was

published in 1995 noting that topic, and the discussion continueswith “rfc-plusplus”

conversations. But RFCs remain diverse: they can be humble, informational, hu-

morous, experimental; they are all freely available and stably published in good

old-fashioned plain text; and, sometimes, they are established Internet Standards.

1.2.3 �e Web, Recommendations and Living Standards �ough commonly

confused, the Web is distinct from the Internet; it is an application built on top

9Funding was less steady prior to ICANN’s 2003 allocation of .org domains to the ISOC-
created Public Interest Registry. ISOC had relied largely on company members to provide spon-
sorships and pay membership dues.
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of the Internet. �e Internet is that global network of networks that lets comput-

ers communicate with one another enabling all sorts of applications; the Web

is a particular application that lets you browse sites and meaningful pages and

applications at particular locations.10

Where should one read for a history of the Web?

• Robert Cailliau co-authored a book on the topic, How the Web was born
(Gillies and Cailliau 2000)

• Tim Berners-Lee gave a “How It All Started” presentation, with pictures and

screenshots, at a W3C anniversary (2004)

�eWorldWideWeb began as a “hypermedia” project for information-sharing

at CERN, a European research organization that operates particle accelerators in

Switzerland. Developed by Sir TimBerners-Lee and Robert Cailliau, among others,

a protocol (HTTP), markup language (HTML) and client (the WorldWideWeb

browser) and server (httpd) so�ware made for basic functionality: formatting of

pages and hyperlinks between them. �is functionality was simple in comparison

to hypertext proposals of the time, but the simple authoring and sharing of text

and other resources combined with the connectivity of the Internet became an

extremely popular application.11

Web standardization was driven by the babel-style confusion of the “browser

wars.” Inconsistencies meant that a page written using some features might look

entirely di�erent in one browser compared to another. Sites might include a

disclaimer (and in some ways, a marketing statement) of, for example, “best

viewed in Netscape Navigator 4.” �is situation is a frustration for the reader and

a challenge for the author. And a�ecting a wider range of market players (site

authors, browser vendors, even Internet providers), it potentially undermines the

use of the Web altogether.

�e World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) was formed in 1994, hosted at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, with Sir Tim Berners-Lee, the inven-

tor most directly responsible for the Web and the Hypertext Markup Language

10�is chapter won’t provide a detailed technical description of the Internet and the Web.
Instead, see the system overview sections of Encrypting the Web, a “hando�” and Do Not Track,
a “hando�”.

11“How many web pages are there?” is a simple, interesting and unanswerable question that’s
asked from time to time. An imperfect measure: Google announced they had indexed a trillion
pages in 2008, up from 26 million in 1998 (Alpert and Hajaj 2008).
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Figure 3: �e �rst ever Web site is again operational on CERN’s servers, with early

descriptions of the Web, its operation and motivations.

(HTML), as its Director. HTML had a home, and, soon a�er, a process12 for further

development.

W3C’s “consortium” model relies primarily on membership for funding13

and direction. Its 479 member organizations14 are mostly companies, with some

universities, non-pro�t organizations and government agencies. �ose companies

are a mix of small, medium and large; they reach across industry sectors with,

12Or rather, a Process: https://www.w3.org/Process.
13Funding temporarily included support from the Internet Society (Jacobs 2009).
14�at membership changes over time. 479 members as of 21 August 2018: https://www.w3.org

/Consortium/Member/List.

https://www.w3.org/Process
https://www.w3.org/Consortium/Member/List
https://www.w3.org/Consortium/Member/List
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as you might expect, a particular representation of technology-focused �rms.15

W3C employs a sta� (sometimes called “Team”) who coordinate work and handle

administrative tasks, but the actual process of standardization is done by volunteers,

most o�en those employed by member organizations, and the general direction of

what work to do is set by the member organizations, who send representatives to

an Advisory Committee.

Standards are developed byWorking Groups: smaller groups (typically with 10

to 100members), with a charter to address particular topics in speci�c deliverables.

As of August 2018, W3C had 36 Working Groups actively chartered to address

topics ranging from accessibility guidelines to the Extensible Stylesheet Language

(XSLT).16 �e documents that become standards follow an iterative process of

increasing breadth of review and implementation experience: an Editor’s Dra� is

simply a document in progress, a Working Dra� is published by a Working Group

for review, a Candidate Recommendation is a widely-reviewed document ready for

more implementation experience, a Proposed Recommendation has demonstrated

satisfaction of all requirements with su�cient implementation experience and

a Recommendation shows the endorsement of W3C membership (fantasai and

Rivoal 2020).17 �at the most complete and accepted stage of a technical report is

a “Recommendation” emphasizes the humility of this voluntary standards process

(not unlike “Request for Comment”) – even a published Recommendation doesn’t

have to be adopted or complied with by anyone, even W3C’s members, even the

members of the Working Group that worked on it, even the employer of the editor

of the document. It’s just that, a recommendation.

Working Groups at W3C can operate using di�erent procedures but typically

follow a similar process, guided by the collective advice of past participants (“�e

Art of Consensus: A Guidebook for W3c Group Chairs, Team Contact and Par-

ticipants” n.d.). An editor or group of editors is in charge of a speci�cation, but

key decisions are made by consensus, through discussion by the group in meet-

ings, teleconferences, email and other online conversations and as assessed by

15�e overlapping stakeholder groups at W3C �gure in the Methods chapter maps out a rough
sense of the stakeholder groups and member groups represented in W3C. Quantitative analysis of
the member organizations is possible, but not included here – crowdsourcing proved challenging
and the process is tedious. However, some work on this is underway as part of the ongoing study
of civil society organization participation in Internet governance by the University of Exeter:
http://www.internetpolicystreams.com/.

16W3Cmaintains a list of current and past groups: https://www.w3.org/Consortium/activities.
17�e exact details of these stages of review have changed over time, but the iterative process

of increasing review and experience has remained consistent.

http://www.internetpolicystreams.com/
https://www.w3.org/Consortium/activities
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the chairs who organize the group’s activity.18 �is process aims for sustained

objections to a group’s decisions to be uncommon, but processes for appealing

decisions are in place. �e Director plays an important guiding role in addressing

objections and evaluating maturity, but decisions can also be appealed to a vote of

the membership.

As new standardized versions of HTML were published at W3C, a split grew

betweenXHTML– a set of standards that some thought would enable the Semantic

Web andXML-based tooling among other things – and updating versions ofHTML

that instead re�ected the various document and app uses of the Web. �e Web

Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG)19 formed in

2004 from browser vendors (speci�cally, Apple, Mozilla and Opera) who wanted

to update HTML with application features that were under development rather

than pursuing an XML-based approach. Work on subsequent versions of XHTML

was dropped and W3C and WHATWG processes worked in parallel on HTML5,

published as a W3C Recommendation in 2014. Tensions remain between W3C

and WHATWG and supporters/antagonists of each, but the work of technical

standard-setting continues in both venues – on HTML, which is published both

by WHATWG as a Living Standard and as a versioned document at W3C,20 and

on other speci�cations. Paul Ford’s description in�e New Yorker is accessible,
and, to my eyes, remains an accurate assessment (2014):

Tremendous �areups occur, then settle, then threaten to �are up again.

[. . . ] For now, these two organizations have an uneasy accord.

WHATWG has a distinct process for developing standards, although there are

many similarities to both IETF andW3C process, and those process similarities

have increased substantially with a new governance and IPR policy agreed upon

in late 2017 (van Kesteren 2017), with the formal inclusion of Microso� in the

process.

18�e day-to-day details of this process are discussed further in A Mixed-Methods Study of
Internet Standard-Setting.

19Why the strange, long acronym? Apocryphally, because it started as this secretive separate
process and it seemed like a good joke to be able to say, in response to a question like, “are you
working with some other rival working group?” “what working group?”

20As of May 2019, WHATWG and W3C have explicitly agreed on a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding with the goal of a uni�ed HTML speci�cation, still with both Living Standard and
versioned, reviewed snapshots (“Memorandum of Understanding Between W3c and WHATWG”
2019).
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Discussion inWHATWG happens primarily on GitHub issue threads and IRC

channels (and, in the past, mailing lists) and in-person meetings are discouraged

(or, at least, not organized as WHATWG meetings) for the stated purpose of

increasing the breadth of access (“FAQ — WHATWG” n.d.). While W3C and

IETF use versioned, iteratively reviewed documents with di�erent levels of stability,

WHATWGpublishes Living Standards, which can be changed at any time to re�ect

new or revised features. (However, as of late 2017, �xed snapshots are published

on a regular basis to enable IPR reviews and patent exclusion, similar to the

W3C process.) Rough consensus remains a guiding motivation, but WHATWG

implements consensus-�nding di�erently, relying on the assessment of the Editor

of each speci�cation. �e Editor makes all changes to each speci�cation at their

own direction, without any process for chairs or separate leadership to assess

consensus. (However, an appeals process for sustained disagreement is now in

place, with decisions put to a two-thirds vote of the four companies that make up

the Steering Group.) Because there is no formal membership (more like IETF’s

model), there are not separate Working Groups, although there are Workstreams,

which must be approved by the Steering Group, and all contributors must agree to

a contribution agreement, which includes similar IPR commitments as in W3C

Working Groups.

�is research project primarily focuses on W3C and IETF standard-setting

processes, although WHATWG and other groups may also be relevant at times.

Other standard-setting bodies (or similar groups) also produce standards relevant

to the Web and to privacy, o�en with either a narrower or broader scope. For

example, the FIDO Alliance21 develops speci�cations for alternatives to passwords

for online authentication; the Kantara Initiative22 publishes reports regarding

“digital identity”; the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information

Standards (OASIS)23 has a consortium model for standards on a wide range of

information topics, particularly XML document formats and business processes,

but have also worked on standards for privacymanagement and privacy-by-design.

Broader still, the US government’s National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST)24 has a scope including all of science and technology, including speci�c

process standards on privacy risk management (Brooks et al. 2017) and the basic

weights and measures (among other things, they keep the national prototype kilo-

21https://fidoalliance.org/
22https://kantarainitiative.org/
23https://www.oasis-open.org
24https://www.nist.gov/

https://fidoalliance.org/
https://kantarainitiative.org/
https://www.oasis-open.org
https://www.nist.gov/
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gram), and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)25 welcomes

national standard-setting organizations like NIST as its members, and covers an

enormous scope from management standards for information security (“ISO/IEC

27001 Information Security Management” 2013) to “a method of determining

the mesh-breaking force of netting for �shing” (“ISO 1806:2002 - Fishing Nets --

Determination of Mesh Breaking Force of Netting” 2002).

�e divisions between W3C and WHATWG are useful to explore as a com-

parison regarding organizational policy: forum shopping is easier to see in such

a direct side-by-side situation; that anti-trust, IPR and governance policies are

apparently necessary for growing participation, especially for a large �rm with an

antitrust history as in the case of Microso�, is more easily demonstrable. But the

W3C andWHATWGmodels also invite comparison of di�erent approaches to

the Web and its standards.

Interoperable implementations are key to all the Internet standards processes

discussed here, but WHATWG is especially speci�c about major browser imple-

mentations as the essential criterion guiding all other decisions. �e model of

a Living Standard re�ects the increasingly short release cycles of di�erent ver-

sions of those major browsers. For years, the “informed editor” distinction was

especially contentious: Ian Hickson (known as Hixie) edited HTML in both the

WHATWG and W3C processes, and decried certain decisions by the W3CWork-

ing Group contrary to his own as “political.”26 While in many ways the informed

editor approach is similar to the motivations behind other consensus standards

body decision-making practices (decisions are not supposed to be votes, argu-

ments are to be evaluated on their merits and implications, not on their loud-

ness or how widely shared they might be), the apparatus of chairs, membership

and governance/appeals processes add an element of represented stakeholders to

decision-making, outside a singular technocratic evaluation.27

Whether Recommendations or Living Standards, the Web’s protocols are de-

�ned in these Web-hosted documents and re�ected in the voluntary, sometimes

incomplete, mostly interoperable implementations in browsers, sites and other

so�ware.

25https://www.iso.org
26See this email thread from 2010 for example: https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-

html/2010Jun/0217.html
27�ese dual goals/modes will be an ongoing tension and opportunity. See, for example,

Individuals vs organizations in standard-setting process.

https://www.iso.org
https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-html/2010Jun/0217.html
https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-html/2010Jun/0217.html
../themes/individuals-organizations.html
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1.2.4 Legitimacy and interoperability In evaluating the legitimacy of any decision-

making process, including these rough consensus standard-setting processes, it

may be useful to distinguish between procedural and substantive legitimacy. In

the context of technical standard-setting, these have also been described as input

and output legitimacy (Werle and Iversen 2006). In short, (1) are the steps of a

process fair? and (2) is the outcome of the process fair to those a�ected?

Procedurally, we might consider access to participate meaningfully and trans-

parency of decisions and other actions as hallmarks of legitimacy. �e tools and

practices common in Internet standard-setting can provide remarkable inclusion

and transparency, while, simultaneously, substantial barriers to meaningful partici-

pation persist. On the one hand, anyone with an Internet connection and an email

address can provide comments and proposals, engage in meaningful debate and

receive a signi�cant response from a standard-setting group. Anyone interested in

those conversations at the time or a�er the fact can read every email sent on the

topic, along with detailed minutes of every in-person discussion. On the other

hand, discussions can be detailed, technical, obtuse and time-consuming, limiting

meaningful participation to those with both the technical ability and the resources

(time, money) to sustain involvement.

While we would anticipate that procedurally legitimate process is likely to

be substantively legitimate as well, that might not be guaranteed: a majoritarian

voting structure could seem legitimate while putting an unfair ultimate burden on

some minority group, for example.

In consensus standard-setting, interoperability and voluntary adoption are the

distinctive characteristics of success. Voluntary adoption may promote substan-

tive legitimacy in some important ways: implementers and other adopters are not

compelled to adopt something that they �nd out of the reasonable range, as we

can see from the many completed technical standards that do not see widespread

adoption. Engagement from stakeholders in design of a technical standard may

encourage design of a workable solution for those stakeholders, rather than having

a separate party (like a regulator or arbitrator) hand down a decision. But the suc-

cess criteria of interoperable, voluntary adoption do not ensure the satisfaction of

values-based metrics. In particular, stakeholders who are not themselves potential

implementers – including government agencies or typical end users, say – have

more limited opportunities to a�ect adoption, which might limit their in�uence

on the substantive outcome. While interoperability may provide functionality and

portability, that functionality may not meet users’ needs or protect them from

potential harms.

How procedural and substantive legitimacy may apply to the decisions of
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consensus technical standard-setting processes, especially in technical standards

with public policy importance, is detailed further in earlier work.28 �ese same

criteria will be especially relevant in comparing how the coordinating and decision-

making function of standard-setting compares to other governance models (see

Drawing comparisons below).

1.3 Organizational structure

1.3.1 How Internet standards bodies are structured As a matter of legal incor-

poration, Internet andWeb standard-setting bodies have unusual structures. W3C

is not a legal entity. WHATWG is not a legal entity. IETF is not a legal entity

although, just recently,29 there has been the creation of an LLC to provide a legal

home for its administration. Until recently, none have had bank accounts of their

own that can deposit checks, though IETF now will. Instead, W3C is a set of con-

tracts between four host universities and the various member organizations; IETF

is an activity supported by the Internet Society, a non-pro�t, and administered by

a disregarded entity of the Internet Society; WHATWG is an agreement signed by

four browser vendor companies.

�ose legal minutiae are perhaps not the most germane consideration for the

participants or for an analysis with organizational theory, but this structure (or lack

thereof) is distinctive. Rather than independent entities, standard-setting bodies

functionally exist through the activities of participants. Making that abstract

concept real through analogy can be tricky, but, for example, one can think of

the standard-setting body as a restaurant with tables around which people eat

and talk (Bruant 2013). ISO describes itself as the “conductor” to an “orchestra

[. . . ] of independent technical experts” (“We’re ISO: We Develop and Publish

International Standards” n.d.).

�is may be an example of institutional synecdoche,30 where there is confusion
in distinguishing between the actions of an organization and of its component

participants. When people complain about W3C (and people love to complain

about W3C), are they typically attributing their complaint to W3C sta�, or the

documented W3C process, or the typical participants? �ere is certainly confu-

28See Doty andMulligan (2013), citing in particular Tyler andMarkell (2010) on criteria for the
acceptability of processes and Lind and Tyler (1988) for the social psychology of how participants
perceive a process as procedurally legitimate.

29As of August 27, 2018 (Haberman, Hall, and Livingood 2020), in the middle of dra�ing this
chapter.

30h/t Daniel Gri�n, for the lovely term
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sion about what these standards organizations are or what authority they have.

For example, during a Senate committee hearing on the status of Do Not Track

negotiations, there seemed to be genuine confusion among Senators over what

W3C or its authority was, and why couldn’t the di�erent parties just �nd a room

for discussions and coming to agreement, before it was pointed out that it was a

voluntary process where companies were trying to come to agreement (Rockefeller

2013).31

�ere are other unusual organizational designs in Internet governance more

broadly; for example, the IANA function has been a single person, a California non-

pro�t under contract with the US Department of Commerce, and, post-transition,

a non-pro�t absent government control. See What is Internet Governance below.

1.3.2 Standards are a boundary It can be tempting to conceive of the Internet

and theWeb as organizational �elds, with the standard-setting bodies as sites where

the �eld communicates, but the diversity of stakeholders and the diversity-enabling

function of technical standards instead suggests understanding standard-setting

bodies as boundary organizations.32

Organizational �elds can be de�ned in distinct ways, but consider DiMag-

gio and Powell’s de�nition as a popular one: “those organizations that, in the

aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life: key suppliers, resource

and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other organizations that pro-

duce similar services or products” (1983). �is includes elements of, but is not

limited to, organizations that interact (connectedness) and companies that com-

pete. Multistakeholder standard-setting does include some of these characteristics:

organizations connect and communicate regularly through the standard-setting

process, some of them are either competitors or have consumer/supplier relation-

ships, and developing the Internet or the World Wide Web might be seen as a

“common enterprise” (P. DiMaggio 1982).

31“Senator MCCASKILL: But I am a little uncomfortable that all of us seem to have agreed in
the room that we are ceding the authority to set this policy to some organization I am not even
sure who is in charge of this organization. Who do they answer to? Who are they, and how did we
get to this point?” [. . . ] “So what you are basically saying is this is just a place to go to try to see if
all of you guys can agree? Couldn’t we just set a room somewhere and all of you get there and try
to decide and see if you all agree?” [. . . ] And later, to laughter throughout the room: “Senator
THUNE: Mr. Chairman, I would say that on behalf of a number of colleagues on my side that we
would be really worried if W3C is run by the U.N.”

32�is argument has previously been made in Doty and Mulligan (2013), but it is expanded
here.
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In other ways, though, participants in Web and Internet standardization

demonstrate substantial diversity less characteristic of an organizational �eld.

�e Web browser vendors are certainly competitors, but their business models

and corporate structures are quite distinct: Microso� earns money largely through

so�ware sales, Apple through hardware sales, Google through online advertising,

Mozilla is a non-pro�t, with revenue from search engine partners and donations.

Most W3C members don’t develop browsers: there are academics, consumer ad-

vocacy non-pro�ts, Web publishers, retailers, telecommunications companies,

online advertising �rms and government agencies. Discussions can be tense when

individuals from organizations in di�erent industries interact and con�ict: for

example, online advertising �rms, consumer advocates and browser vendors in the

Do Not Track process or middlebox providers, �nancial services �rms and client

so�ware developers in TLS.�at standard-setting can be a di�cult interpersonal

process is known, but this work will explore some of those heightened tensions

around privacy and security contestation.33

In addition to the characteristics of the participants, the outputs of technical

standard-setting bodies – that is, the technical standards themselves, give us some

insight into the organizational structure because of their uncommon purpose.

Technical standards, as described above, allow for �exibility by being speci�c

about certain features of technical interoperability. �ey may qualify as “boundary

objects” in the way that some STS scholars have described them: by providing

interpretive �exibility of a single artifact (whether concrete or abstract), a boundary

object allows for collaboration across di�erent social worlds (Star and Griesemer

1989).

Rather than the site of an organizational �eld, we have identi�ed these multi-

stakeholder standard-setting bodies as boundary organizations (Doty and Mul-

ligan 2013). �e concept of “boundary organizations” was described by Guston

in the speci�c context of the relationship between science and science policy. In

order to both maintain the boundary between science and politics, but also blur

that boundary enough to make connections across it to facilitate scienti�c-driven

policy, Guston argues that boundary organizations can “succeed in pleasing two

sets of principals” (2001). �ree criteria de�ne these organizations:

1. they enable the creation of boundary objects (or, related, “standardized

packages”) that can be used in di�erent ways by actors on either side of the

boundary;

33See How standard-setting accommodates, succeeds and fails in the �ndings.

../themes/process.html
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2. they include the participation of actors on both sides, as well as a professional

sta� to mediate and negotiate the boundary;

3. they are accountable to both sides, politics and science.

�e O�ce of Technology Assessment is a prominent and perhaps reasonably

well-known example. While other advisory organizations were o�en considered

partisan or co-opted, many saw the OTA as a respected and neutral source of

analysis into technology and the impacts of policy proposals.34 Its reports were

boundary objects, in that they could be used by di�erent committees or political

parties for di�erent purposes.

�is early description of boundary organizations assumes exactly two sides:

science and policy, or almost analogously, two political parties: Democrat and

Republican. �at bilateral, oppositional view seems to come from the particular

literature of science and technology studies and Latour’s view of science as Janus,

the two-faced Roman god who looks into both the past and the future. �e Janus

metaphor is used in multiple ways, but most distinctively, it notes that science can

simultaneously be seen as uncertainty – the practice of science involves a messy

process about things that are by their nature not yet understood – and certainty –

that science is what has already been settled and can be assumed (like a black box)

for future work (Latour 1987).

But while it’s tempting to see boundaries and con�icts as always two-sided, the

concept of boundaries and boundary organizations can be appliedmore broadly. A

particularly relevant description of boundary organizations comes fromO’Mahony

and Bechky, who describe how social movements that might be seen in direct

con�ict with commercial interests sometimes �nd success in re-framing objectives

and maintaining collaborations where interests overlap. Boundary organizations

allow for collaboration between organizations with very di�erent interests, motiva-

tions and practices. In the case of open source so�ware development, several open

source projects have developed associated foundations to serve that boundary

role: those foundations let corporations collaborate on the open source project by

having a formal point of contact for signing contracts and representing project

positions, without violating the openness practices of open source projects or

requiring private companies to discuss all their plans in public (O’Mahony and

Bechky 2008). Many of the other boundary management practices identi�ed

34Cf. attacks on W3C as “once neutral.” Or political party attacks on the CBO when it scores
their tax plans. �e very shape of the attacks tells us something about the perceived position of
each target organization.
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related to individual rather than organizational control; open source contributors

had reputation and impact on a particular open source project that followed them

even when changing employers (O’Mahony and Bechky 2008). A similar ethos is

present in Internet standard-setting, particularly, but not exclusively, at the IETF.35

Internet standard-setting matches this de�nition of a boundary organization,

but operates at an intersection of more than two clearly separable sides. Standards

are boundary objects – agreed upon by di�erent parties with some interpretive

�exibility that can subsequently be used by di�erent parties, including competitors

and di�erent sides of a communication. �e multistakeholder standard-setting

process involves participants from those diverse parties, with some professionals

to help coordinate and mediate. And, ideally, these bodies are accountable to those

di�erent parties, whether that’s users, di�erent groups of implementers or even

policymakers.

Even as we see WHATWG start to adopt much of the organizational structure

of other Internet standard-setting bodies – a governance system, IPR rules, scoped

working groups, etc. – it remains structured more like a �eld and less like a bound-

ary. �e steering group is limited to Web browser vendors (market competitors

engaged in a collaborative common enterprise) and the guiding interoperability

principle is browser vendor adoption, there is less indication of accountability to

multiple, diverse principals.

A hypothesis to be explored or tested at a later date: if theWHATWG approach

is a �eld rather than a boundary, then moving more standards to a WHATWG

model should promote stronger forces of isomorphism among browser vendors.

We could see the profession become “Web browser developers” rather than just

“Web developers.”

�is isn’t an all or nothing situation – standards can also clearly be tools to

enable supplier/consumer relationships and Web publishers and Web browser

vendors can reasonably be seen in that light. �e connectedness of a standards

group can enable some of the professionalization and cross-pollination while also

maintaining the distance of commercialism and non-pro�t/open-source activity.

How we classify standard-setting bodies (boundary vs. �eld) is not some

academic exercise or merely a question of naming. Identifying the appropriate

structure from organizational theory can let us apply insights from, and contribute

learning back to, research into the sociology of organizations. In that very well-

cited paper from DiMaggio and Powell, we see that �elds typically exhibit forces

(coercive, mimetic and normative) towards institutional isomorphism (1983) –

35See Individuals vs organizations in standard-setting process.

../themes/individuals-organizations.html
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we expect similar structures across the organizations, both as innovations are

spread and as further diversi�cation is restricted. Boundary organizations, in

contrast, speci�cally enable collaboration among a diverse group and boundary

objects can provide an interface for cooperation between groups that o�en have

friction. Speci�cally, boundary organizations have been suggested as a kind of

organizational method to allow social movements to collaborate with corporations

and e�ect change.

As Colin Bennett describes (2010), privacy advocates have emerged in response

to increasing surveillance, engaged in “collective forms of social action” and re-

�ected in more common public protest to technological intrusion. While Bennett

distinguishes this broad, networked activity from a worldwide social movement,

there are certainly similarities in the diverse strategies and loose coalitions between

numerous organizations and the dedicated individuals who participate. Privacy

advocates practice in spaces beyond traditional non-pro�t advocacy organizations

and also seek to work with or in�uence the behaviors of government and corporate

actors.

Based on this model, the empirical work of this dissertation seeks to shed light

on the following questions raised by this background. If Internet standard-setting

organizations play the role of boundary organizations inmediating technical policy

con�icts when it comes to Internet privacy and security, can they provide a way for

privacy advocates to collaborate with otherwise in-con�ict organizations? What

would qualify as success for this boundary-organization-mediated collaboration?

And what factors contribute to that success or lack thereof?

1.3.3 Legal considerations in standard-setting How lawsmight impact or gov-

ern these informal standard-setting processes might at �rst seem obscure. If a

technical standard-setting body can be little more than a mailing list, the occa-

sional meeting room and freely available documents, what legal considerations

would even apply?

1.3.3.1 Anti-trust Directly applicable to any system for coordination can be legal

rules against the development of trusts or cartels. For example, dividing up a

market to reduce competition and increase prices can be a coordinated action

that hurts consumers with higher prices and fewer new entrants, whether the

conversation is formal or informal.

In the United States, antitrust law has historically been guided by the principle

of consumer welfare, as laid out by Robert Bork (1978). �at is, applications of
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the Sherman Act are guided by whether consumers are hurt by the potentially

anti-competitive behavior, through usurious prices or decreased choices. How

“consumer welfare” is speci�cally de�ned, and whether “consumer welfare” alone

is the appropriate way to analyze anti-trust enforcement, are openly debated

questions. Anti-trust concerns and evaluations of consumer welfare have arisen

around privacy in technical standards, as discussed in the �ndings.36

Standard-setting bodies use transparency of decision-making and a docu-

mented system of due process as wards against trouble with antitrust enforcers

(Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Consumer Protection 1983). While sub-

stantive analysis requires substantial expertise, evaluating a “reasonable basis” for

resulting standards, whether the standards are more pro- or anti-competitive,

along with those basic procedural requirements has been the FTC’s approach to

evaluating standard-setting organizations for antitrust (Anton and Yao 1995–1996).

Internet standards organizations avoid making decisions or publishing documents

that are speci�c to some set of vendors; this is considered a sound technical practice

in general, but also helps to avoid legal entanglements for the participants. And

“open” standards, where the resulting documents are made public, freely available

and where participation in the process is generally open to anyone who wants

to participate and where standards are adopted voluntarily, avoid many possible

antitrust concerns, including the creation of cartels who could prevent newmarket

entrants (Lemley 1995–1996).37 Technical standards for interoperability instead

can have an important pro-competitive purpose: the presence of a standard may

inhibit the otherwise natural tendency towards market standardization,38 where

users of a networked technology like the Internet might �ock to a single, propri-

etary o�ering, and enable competition between di�erent vendors who implement

the interoperable standard (Lemley 1995–1996).

1.3.3.2 Intellectual property Perhapsmost common in technical standard-setting

bodies, and especially in Internet standards groups, is some policy consideration

for intellectual property rights in standards development. Most signi�cant is patent

licensing, but copyright and trademark can also play a role in organizational rules.

36See Competition and standard-setting.
37However, Anton and Yao argue that “interface standards” (standards for interoperable

communication, as in the case of Internet protocols) may be voluntarily adopted but still have
anticompetitive e�ects because adoption while voluntary can still e�ectively be necessary for
operation in a heavily networked marketplace (1995–1996).

38As discussed above, this is an overloading of the term to encompass deeply con�icting
concepts.

../themes/anti-trust-theme.html
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Patent licensing is of particular importance to standard-setting bodies because

of the risk of “hold-up” (Contreras 2017). In brief, setting a standard can be a

resource intensive process and once the standard is agreed upon, there can be

substantial investment by implementers that depends upon that standard. If, a�er

the standard is developed, a single player can assert a patent on some piece of the

protocol design or the only feasible way to implement that standard (a “standards-

essential patent”), then that player can extract an onerous rent on the implementers,

requiring them to pay high licensing fees or face starting over on an entirely new

standards design. �is could discourage anyone from participating at all: why

invest time andmoney in this collaborative process if it might be undermined a�er

the fact? Worse yet, researchers document cases where �rms apply for patents and

actively manipulate standard-setting processes just to extract money from their

competitors in patent licenses (Contreras 2017). In response, standard-setting

bodies have set rules requiring disclosure of known patents or enforcing certain

licensing terms.

Some have argued (Teece and Sherry 2002) that the preference for royalty-

free licensing requirements or the patent licensing requirements in general might

themselves be unfair to patent holders; that standard-setting participation can

be a de facto requirement for wide adoption of a technology and that patent

licensing rules in standard-setting bodies can be a cabalistic way of avoiding high

prices. It is an argument that can be di�cult for an engineer to assess with an

open mind: that there would be something wrong with implementation-focused

�rms choosing to avoid patent fees or restrictions when designing new technology

would seem very strange. Perhaps the more practical scope of the argument is that

antitrust law should not altogether prohibit enforcement of standards-essential

patents, as was feared in government moves that seemed to require reasonable and

non-discriminatory licensing even when the patent holder was not a standards

participant.

And standard-setting bodies have typically responded with their own orga-

nizational requirements rather than relying on regulatory imposition of some

standard of fairness. W3C, for example, requires members to disclose patents

they’re aware of andmandates royalty-free licensing of patents held by participants

in a particular Working Group, with limited exceptions. Other standards groups

accept licensing with royalty fees as long as the terms are fair, reasonable and

non-discriminatory (FRAND).39

39For example, see the principles set out in the OpenStand group, including IETF, IEEE and
W3C.

https://open-stand.org/
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Copyright licensing of standards publications has also been a topic of debate in

the Web standards community. While Web and Internet standards are freely and

publicly available (that is, copyright is not necessary or useful for restricting access

to the standards or extracting payment to read them), standard-setting bodies like

W3C have o�en retained copyright on the published documents, largely for the

purpose of preventing potentially confusing alternative versions to a canonical stan-

dard. Whether copyright is necessary or well-tailored to that use is unclear; many

open source projects have approached trademark as an alternative. More permis-

sive document licenses have surely not resolved all con�icts between WHATWG

andW3C partisans.40

1.3.3.3 Substantive law While legal considerations can a�ect procedural aspects

of standard-setting laws speci�c to some sector can also in�uence standard-setting

in that area.

For example, there is interest in using Web standards on user preferences and

consent (the tools that make up DNT) to address implementation of the European

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or previous data protection directives.

Technical standards are also practically necessary for realizing data portability

requirements. Laws on accessibility of information and services to people with

disabilities can create a market need for accessibility standards or even cite speci�c

standards as required, “safe harbor”41 or example implementation.

While not directly in the area of Internet and Web standards, laws may incor-

porate standards by reference, in safety areas, for example. �is may outsource

or delegate regulatory decision-making to the private entities that set standards

in those areas.42 It’s also been an area of critique where compliance with the law

requires adhering to standards whichmay not be freely available to the public: Carl

Malamud and Public.Resource.Org43 in particular have fought legal cases (around

copyright, in particular) in freely publishing standards referenced by public safety

and building codes.

But while these laws and regulations can provide an incentive for developing

or adopting standards in a particular area, those substantive rules have a di�erent

40See, for example, accusations of plagiarismwhen permissively licensed documents are copied,
modi�ed and republished.

41A safe harbor is one way to comply with a rule that is speci�cally acknowledged as satisfactory,
removing further scrutiny or ambiguity.

42For more discussion of legitimacy of delegated regulation, see Drawing comparisons below.
43https://law.resource.org/

https://law.resource.org/
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character of e�ect on the process of technical standard-setting than the legal

considerations in anti-trust and intellectual property have.

1.3.3.4 Motivations for organizational policies In both areas of antitrust and in-

tellectual property, standard-setting bodies – even consensus-based consortia –

use organizational policies in response to potential exogenous legal constraints

that might inhibit participation by individuals or �rms. Standard-setting partici-

pation already has the disincentive of “free riding” – that freely available or “open”

standards can be as easily used without the investment of time and resources into

their development. If using a developed standard would incur the risk of patent

infringement suits or the cost of patent licensing or if the informal standards

meetings would prompt antitrust scrutiny, those dangers would minimize the

potential economic gains of interoperability. Standard-setting groups are, as a

result, responsive to these legal considerations that could create such disincentives.

1.4 Comparing governance models

Technical standard-setting is an important part of Internet governance but it’s o�en

mistakenly analogized to legislating for the Internet. While standard-setting is a

key point of coordination and implemented standards have profound impacts on

design and use of the Internet, voluntary standards and consensus processes have

a di�erent force and character from legislation. Similarly, there may be some analo-

gies to administrative law – rule-making and other regulatory authorities – but

attending meetings and proposing new protocols is far from asserting power over

how the Internet is used. As noted in the documentation provided to newcomers

to the IETF:

If your interest in the IETF is because you want to be part of the

overseers, you may be badly disappointed by the IETF. (“�e Tao of

IETF: A Novice’s Guide to the Internet Engineering Task Force” 2018)

Nevertheless, Internet governance, and technical standard-setting more specif-

ically, can be a model for governance with the potential for collaboration that we

should empirically evaluate.

1.4.1 What is Internet Governance �e process of typing nytimes.com into

your favorite Web browser’s address bar, hitting return and getting back the digital

front page of that speci�c newspaper involves, when you interrogate the technical
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details, an extraordinarily large number of steps. �is exercise can be valuable

pedagogy, in my experience, and it’s also a famous interview question.44

Many of those steps, many of the questions that make that discussion inter-

esting, come down to determining how you the visitor can get an authoritative

response – how you get theNew York Times web page, how you’re directed to web

servers owned and operated by the New York Times, and there isn’t confusion

about who responds to what. �e name nytimes.com has to be, in order to make

the Internet work the way we have come to expect, universally registered to refer

to that particular entity. When the domain name is translated into an Internet Pro-

tocol (IP) address – at the time of this writing, 151.101.1.164 – that address must

refer to a speci�c server (or set of servers), it can’t be in use by any other parties.

�e Internet (and it is capitalized in large part for this reason) requires a singular

allocation of these resources, the names and numbers. At one time, that allocation

was managed by a single person, speci�cally Jon Postel, and the recording of the

allocation was done in a paper notebook.45 As this became logistically infeasible

(and later, when it became politically unacceptable), recording of names, num-

bers and protocol parameters was formalized as the Internet Assigned Numbers

Authority (IANA) and by the late 1990s the IANA function was handled by a US

non-pro�t corporation designed for that purpose, the Internet Corporation for

Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).

�e distribution of these resources can be complex and controversial. Regard-

ing domain names, for example, a few questions arise:

• who gets what domain name,

• for how long,

• what if the domain name includes a registered trademark,

• who resolves disputes over a domain name,

• what if a domain name is being used for a criminal enterprise,

• what information should be made available about who owns a particular

domain name,

• what top-level domains should there be,

• who gets to determine new ones,

• and on, and on.

44https://github.com/alex/what-happens-when
45Some sources refer to scraps of notebook paper, others refer to a notebook, but note it as

“according to legend” (“History of the Internet” n.d.). In at least one interview (“Interview with
Jon Postel” 1996), Postel refers to getting “the notebook” although it’s not entirely clear if that’s for
the list of host addresses or the list of RFCs.

https://github.com/alex/what-happens-when
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While the assignment of numbers might seem more straightforward, the ex-

haustion of the IPv4 space makes the job more challenging, and Regional Internet

Registries (RIRs) subdivide the IP address space e�ciently between large Internet

service providers and users.

More obscure, the IANA function also includes maintenance of registries

of protocol parameters,46 values created or used by Internet standards where

interoperability bene�ts from universal public registry. Port numbers were an early

such case and a long registry of port numbers and services are still maintained.47

It’s useful to have a common convention that TCP connections used for accessing

a Web server were made at port 80, and for di�erent services to use di�erent ports.

Butwhile organizations exist to satisfy this allocation and registration of limited

Internet resources, the standard-setting process enables the design of the protocols

that use these resources. Protocols for identifying computers on the Internet,

sending data between them, communicating the information necessary for e�cient

routing between networks, operating applications (email, the Web) on top of the

Internet, securing Internet communications from eavesdropping or tampering –

all these require standardized protocols, typically developed at the IETF, W3C or

another standard-setting body.

And even with those standards developed and critical Internet resources al-

located, the Internet depends upon relationships between individuals and orga-

nizations to keep communications �owing. Inter-domain routing, implemented

through protocols (most speci�cally, BGP) developed in early days of the Inter-

net when close relationships made security seem less necessary, still relies on

trust developed between individuals at peer organizations. Mathew and Cheshire

document that the personal relationships between larger network operators, devel-

oped over time through meetings and other interactions, and maintained through

backchannel communications and resolving routing problems, make up an essen-

tial, decentralized part of maintaining orderly operation of the Internet (2010).

All these activities make up Internet governance,48 a distinctive multistake-

46https://www.iana.org/protocols
47https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers
48“Internet governance” can either be narrowly de�ned as dividing up shared resources (IP

address allocation and DNS name disputes) or broadly de�ned as the various activities (names
and numbers, standards, peering agreements, trust relationships (Mathew 2014), etc.) for keeping
the bits �owing. Or taking “governance” more broadly still, it can also refer to any government reg-
ulations related to the Internet, or to private actor actions that involve technical or self-regulatory
implications for generation and distribution of content. �ere is no single accepted term.

“Internet governance” here is the distinctive set of activities that enables the de�nition and

https://www.iana.org/protocols
https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers
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holder model of decision-making that has maintained the operation of the Internet

and the World Wide Web. Without these ongoing decisions, allocations and main-

tained relationships, the Internet would not function as the thing we recognize.

Multistakeholderism is a popular claim and a commonly-cited goal for In-

ternet governance. In contrast to multilateralism (decision-making by sovereign

governments, by treaty for example), multistakeholder processes are desired for

not falling prey to ownership by a single government or bloc of governments and

for responding to the interests of various kinds of groups, including business and

civil society.

As part of a movement for “new governance,” the Obama administration called

for multistakeholder processes as a responsive, informed and innovative alter-

native to government legislation or administrative rule-making (“Commercial

Data Privacy and Innovation in the Internet Economy: A Dynamic Policy Frame-

work” 2010; “Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World: A Framework for

Protecting Privacy and Promoting Innovation in the Global Digital Economy”

2012). Multistakeholder processes have also been suggested as alternatives during

more recent dra�ing of potential federal privacy legislation. It is an especially

relevant time to consider the lessons to be learned from Internet governance

and from multistakeholder processes and to compare consensus-based technical

standard-setting to other forms of governance.

1.4.2 Alternative governance models �ere is a hope for “collaborative gover-

nance” to promote problem-solving rather than prescriptive rule-setting. Freeman

sets out �ve criteria for a collaborative governance rule-making process in the

administrative law context (Freeman 1997):

1. problem-solving orientation;

2. participation by a�ected stakeholders throughout the process;

3. provisional conclusions, subject to further revision;

operation of the Internet, especially the allocation of resources, the development of interoperable
protocols and the institutional or informal relationships that constitute its continued operation.
Various forms of regulation (including all of law, norms, architecture, markets) that a�ect the
Internet – laws to in�uence online commerce, the rules of large commercial platforms that govern
use/speech of services, the technical designs of large Internet-enabled platforms – are fascinating,
important, and not Internet governance, rather, simply that, governance that a�ects the Internet.
Scholars interested in di�erent governance debates that impact the use and development of the
Internet will o�en look at that even broader scope; for example, Laura DeNardis and�e Global
War for Internet Governance (DeNardis 2014).
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4. novel accountability measures;

5. an engaged administrative agency.

But the terminology of collaborative governance is used more broadly, and in

some cases can push beyond even traditional public sector or government agency

decision-making. On the broader side, Emerson et al. (2011) de�ne collaborative

governance as:

the processes and structures of public policy decision making and

management that engage people constructively across the boundaries

of public agencies, levels of government, and/or the public, private

and civic spheres in order to carry out a public purpose that could

not otherwise be accomplished.

It is this broader sense that �ts the idiosyncratic nature of Internet governance

in its di�erent forms. And the model of collaborative governance regimes (CGRs)

can provide the terminology (and some normative propositions or hypotheses)

to describe the similarities and di�erences between public sector collaborative

governance proposals and the techno-policy standard setting that my subsequent

empirical work explores.

1.4.2.1 Regulatory negotiation Freeman evaluates regulatory negotiation (“reg-

neg”) processes in the environmental health and workplace safety settings along

the criteria for collaborative governance and �nds them “promising” but with open

questions regarding legitimacy and the “pathologies of interest representation.”

In a negotiated rule-making, a public agency starts a consensus-�nding dis-

cussion with various stakeholders, and agrees (either in advance or a�er the fact)

to promulgate rules under their legislatively-granted administrative authority that

match that negotiated outcome. �is kind of process is designed to decrease legal

disputes over rules by involving as many of those parties in the negotiation itself

(Harter 1982–1983) and to promote innovative problem-solving rather than adver-

sarial interactions. In the case of regulating chemical leaks from equipment, the

negotiation process that was expected to be a compromise on certain numbers and

percentages of leaks turned into development of a new quality-control-inspired sys-

tem, by both environmentalists and industry, that allowed “skipping” inspections

when they were consistently positive and “quality improvement plans” when prob-

lems were discovered (Freeman 1997). In the case of EPA regulation of residential

woodstoves, negotiation from states, environmentalists and the manufacturing
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industry came up with an agreement on phased in rules with standardized labeling

for the sale of new woodstoves where all of those parties agreed to defend the

negotiated agreement in court (Funk 1987–1988).

Proponents identify the acceptance and stability of negotiated rule-makings

(Harter 1982–1983) and the potential innovation in less adversarial settings (Free-

man 1997). Critics of reg-neg oppose a negotiation process as an improper re-

placement of the administrative agency’s own expert determination of the public

interest. �at opposition can be on legal grounds – that the negotiated conclusion

of the involved parties might go beyond or otherwise not match the particular

legislative intent, an issue perhaps especially likely to happen with processes that

look for novel re-framing of problems – or normative grounds – that negotiation

between some group of parties will involve compromises or incomplete representa-

tion of stakeholders in a way that doesn’t adequately approximate the best interests

of the public as a whole (Funk 1987–1988).

One open question that Freeman emphasizes is how these practicesmight apply

in di�erent contexts, and this study explores addressing user privacy concerns on

the Web through multistakeholder standard-setting. �ere are certainly reasons

to see several of those �ve criteria in the Internet standard-setting process.

Developing new protocols to enable new technology frequently lends itself to

a problem-solving outlook (1) and the implementation and interoperability focus

of Internet standards keep participants in that pragmatic mindset. Participants

throughout the process include implementers, who remain involved throughout

(2) design and deployment. While standards can be persistent in practice,49 these

“Requests for Comment” are expected to be revised regularly (3). Accountability

is frequently considered in protocol design, with various measures including

technical enforcement, market pressures, certi�cation systems and governmental

regulation. Perhaps least applicable in the analogy is the engaged government

agency (5); while government representatives can and do participate in these

consensus standard-setting fora, they are rarely a convener or among the most

engaged. And while the literature of reg-neg suggests government agency rule-

making authority as a kind of backstop to ensure legitimacy, resolution and support

for the public interest in the negotiation, voluntary consensus standard-setting

has, as we will see, no such direct governmental forcing function.

49Hence one motivation for this project, the important and persistent infrastructural role that
these protocol design decisions can play. Consider the anecdote commonly cited by Vint Cerf,
that IPv4 was just to be a temporary prototype before the development of a production system.
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1.4.2.2 Environmental con�ict resolution Environmental con�ict resolution (ECR)

processes also represent a collaborative model for governance. �is terminology

also has di�erent applications and meanings, but key properties of an environ-

mental con�ict resolution process seem to be: face-to-face meetings among a

diverse group of stakeholders who have competing interests regarding some envi-

ronmental outcome typically tied to a particular geographic location using some

consensus-type process for determining a resolution, o�en (but not always) with

the help of a neutral facilitator or mediator (Dukes 2004). �e dispute might be

dividing up the costs of cleaning up a spill or determining a plan for managing a

set of natural resources.

ECR has been frequently practiced in the United States, providing a research

corpus for evaluation. �at research has included study of what are the appro-

priate success criteria to use in evaluating an ECR process and, what factors are

connected to those success criteria. While not all participants in a process agree

on whether it was successful, success can be measured in terms of: 1) whether

agreement was reached, 2) what the quality of the agreement was and 3) how rela-

tionships between the participants improved. And more speci�cally, the quality of

an agreement includes: a) how durably an agreement addresses key issues, b) the

implementability of an agreement, c) the �exibility of an agreement to respond

over time and d) the accountability of an agreement through monitoring or other

compliance measures (Emerson et al. 2009, summarizing a broader set of research

on ECR).�rough multi-level analysis, Emerson et al. draw some conclusions on

which beginning factors contribute to successful environmental con�ict resolution,

but emphasize that the intermediary step is e�ective engaged participation (2009).

�e change in working relationship stands out here because it isn’t limited to the

particular con�ict or the particular agreement. Some scholars even identify the

improvement in working relationships between parties as more important than

the agreement over the initial con�ict itself (Dukes 2004)!

1.4.3 Drawing comparisons Motivated by this work on collaborative gover-

nance and con�ict resolution, I have tried to explore with my research participants

their views on success criteria, including speci�cally the changes to working rela-

tionships. How well do the factors associated with successful con�ict resolution ex-

plain the outcomes in technical standard-setting when it comes to policy-relevant

challenges?

�e success criteria and contributory factors in environmental con�ict resolu-

tion have considerable overlap with Freeman’s criteria for collaborative governance
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problem-solving. Both cover pragmatism, participation, �exibility and account-

ability.

At the same time, we should identify factors of procedural and substantive

legitimacy, as raised above. To the extent that government agencies rely on multi-

stakeholder standard-setting processes to address disputes over public policy, there

is a danger of regulatory delegation that may be unaccountable (Bamberger 2006),

or put another way, that either regulatory agencies will be ‘laundering’ policy

through a standard-setting process or they will be abdicating their responsibility

to the public (Froomkin 2000; as cited by Boyle 2000). To this point, I have asked

research participants about the fairness of the process and the fairness or quality

of its outcomes.

1.5 �e future of multistakeholderism for tech policy

We previously laid out a research agenda (Doty and Mulligan 2013), building on

the suggestions of Waz and Weiser (2012) in a way speci�c to the development of

techno-policy standards underway to address privacy issues on the Web. What

are the impacts of multistakeholder processes in general, and multistakeholder

techno-policy standards-setting processes in particular, on resolving public policy

disputes for the Internet? How can we establish relative success and failure and

what conditions a�ect those outcomes?

�at agenda remains as relevant as ever in providing policy and policymaking

advice given the interest in new governance and multistakeholder models. Privacy

and security remain signi�cant values of interest for this kind of approach and are

of particular import with the Internet and the Web50 but the set of public policy

values where some collaborative, technical, problem-solving approach is desired

only grows: harassment, abuse and free expression; diversity and representation;

among others.51

�is work places a downpayment on that research agenda. We can learn,

I believe, from the history and practice of consensus standard-setting for the

Internet and the Web and experiences of how it’s been used on matters of privacy

and security. Nevertheless, this work also raises new questions on how and when

technical standard-setting can be an e�ective multistakeholder process for tech

policy issues.

50See Privacy and Security: Values for the Internet.
51See Directions.
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